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1 Introduction

Semantic change does not like place at random. It is motivated by our general cObrnitive
proces:::es. For example, re:::earch on grammaticalization and subjectification has shown
that semantic change involves a conceptual ;;hif! from an objective to a subjective/epistemic
meaning. and that the shift reflects how we conceptualize things in the world (see e.g.
Langacker 1900. 1998: Traugott 1989).
This paper introduces a model called the Evolutionary Concept (EC) model. The
EC model is a concept model built on the evolutionary model of language change proposed
by Croft (2000). The EC model provides a framework to explore semantic change (or the
p-volution of concepts) from an evolutionary perspective. Tn this paper. [ will discuss the
conceptual evolution from quality to quantity. and reveal the universal cognitive pallPrns
involved in such a conceptual evolution.
2 Evolutionary theories in biology and linguistics

Let us lirst hrief1y discuss the fundamental theoretical componenlS of evolutionary theories
in biology and linguistics.
2.1 Croft's (2000) evolutionary model of language change

Croft (2000) proposes a model in which language change is understood as a fundamentally
evolutionary phenomenon. Croft's model is built on the ideas in biology and the philosophy
of science developed by scholars such as Richard Dawkins and David Hull. Below are the
basic components of Hull's theory of selection (Hull 1988: 408·9; emphasis oribrinaI):
•

•
•
•

rpplic;Jtor - an entity that passes on its structure largely intact in successive

replications.
intertJctor- an entity that interacts as a cohesive whole with its environment in such a
way that this interaction cau,'o--esreplication to be differential.
8election - a process in which the differential extinction and proliferat.ion of interactors
cau.~Y! the di(Teren lial perpf'tualion of the relevant replicators.
linellf{p - an entity that persists indetinitely through time either in the same or an
altered stale as a result of replication.

In biolo~ a paradl~ example of a replicator is a gene. A gene has a structure to pass on in
a sequence of replications. A paradigm example of an interactor in biology is an organism.
An organism interaetH with the pnvironment as a cohesive whole. The interaction influences
rpplicntion "in such a way 1hat cPI·tain structures become more common" (I-hill 1D88: 409).
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The two entities, replicators and interactors, function in selection processes. Lineage is the
entity that results from successive replications.
Croft's model is called the "Theory of Utterance Selection", which is defined as "the
theory that the utterance contains the paradigm replicators (the linguemes) in language
change, altered replication of grammar largely occurs through form-function reanalysis.
and selection occurs through social mechanisms" (Croft 2000: 244). In Croft's model, a
speaker is defined as an interactor who. as a cohesive whole. interacts with the interlocutor.
The speaker selects particular linbrulstic structures in particular utterances based on social
factors (e.g. social relation of the speaker and the hearer).
Replication is "the creation of a new entity that preserves in large part the
structure of its parent entity (or entities)" (Croft 2000: 8; see also Dawkins 1976 and Hull
1988). Replication, in biological evolution. is accomplished "by molecules of DNA splitting
and the missing nucleotides being filled in so that the information contained in the
resulting molecules is retained" CHull 2001: fi8). The production of a linguistic structure is
an example of replication in language evolution. Replication can also involve alterations. A
paradigm instantiation of altered replication in biology is the mutation of genes. When the
original structure is altered in replication. the altered structure will be the structure to be
passed on in the next replication. Namely. a replicator can become an altered replicator. In
Croft's model, the sociolinguistic term "variant:' is used to refer to an altered replicator,
In Croft's model, replication is classified into the following subtypes:
•
•
•

normal replication - conformity to convention in language use
altered replication - violation of convention in language use
differential replication - establishment of a convention through language use

Normal replication produces a linbrulstic structure that is in conformity to convention in
language use. For example, when one pronounces bad in the way that the speaker and
other speakers of English recognize as conventional, the production of the linguistic
utterance is called normal replication. Altered replication produces a variant which is not
in conformity to convention in language use. For example, when one pronounces badin an
unconventional way (e.g. "with a slightly higher vowel than in earlier utterances". Croft
2000: 3), such a change is called altered replication. Altered replication is also called
innovation - "the creation of a novel varicmt by altered replication of a lingueme in an
utterance" (Croft 2000: 238). Differential replication is selection of a new convention. [t
involves the propagation - "the increase in frequency of a lingueme in a language by
selection" (Croft 2000: 24 I) - of the new convention in communication. For example, ifmore
and more speakers of English come to pronounce bad with a higher vowel than the
convention now. such unconventional pronunciation could eventually become established
as conventional. In Croft's model, such a change is called differential replication (Croft
2000: 4: see also Hull 1988: 409 for difierential replication in biology).
Dawkins (1976). by analogy with "gene" in biology, coined a term "meme" to refer
to a unit of cultural inheritance. A meme is a contagious idea that replicates its stl"ucture
(j.e. a replicator). It is parasitically passed on from one person (mind) to another (mind).
f~xamples of memes include tunes. catch-phrases, clothes fashions, etc. On the analogy of
the term meme. Croft proposes a term "lingueme" to refer to a unit of linguistic structure. A
lingueme is a replicator. It is the linguistic equivalent to a gene. The information of a
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linguemc replicates and gets passed on from one speaker to another. When a speaker of a
language utters words. the linguemes replicate.
Ever since the emergence of evolutionary theory in biology and linguistics as a
science (both in the nineteent.h century), the similarity between biolob'ical evolution and
language change has been noted by researchers (see Croft 2000: §2.1). Croft's model
provides a framework that is general enough to apply across evolutionary theory in biology
and linbruistics. Croft's model also integrates various areas of linguistics (e.g. historical
linguistics. typology. sociolinguistics. etc.) in a unifiell framework. brin~ing- a new
pen,-pective to the study of language change. With such a comprehensive model. Croft
(2000) presents detailed accounts on grammatical change. the structure of speech
communities. language contact. etc.

2.2 Evolutionary Concept model
As mentioned in §l. the Evolutionary Concept model is based on Croft's (2000) evolutionary
model of language change. Basic theoretical component.s of Croft's model are also employed
in the EC model. The main feature of the EC model is that. as is obvious by the naming
it~lf. the theory focuses on the evolution or concepts. Below are some of the most
fundament'1l theoretical concepts of the EC mode}:!

•
•
•

sense'meme - a type of lin6rueme, a "conceptual" unit (e.g. AB. C of a concept X)
conccpluallinkage -linkage (lineage) of seU8e'memes (e.g. A > B > C > I)
conccpt;ual linker - a sense'meme that links another sense-meme with another one on
the conceptual linkage (e.g. B in "A> B > C > D" is a conceptual linker of A anfl C)

A sense'meme is a replicator. It has a conceptual structure that is passed on from the mind
of a speakpr to another in rpplication. A conceptual linkage (lineage) is a history of' the
conceptual evolution. A conceptual linkage consists of conceptual linkers. In the EC model.
semantic ch.mge (or conceptual evolution) is defined as the development. of t.he conceptual
linkage consisting of sense'memes.
In the EC model. it is hypothesized that a sense-meme cannot skip the next
sense'meme on the conceptual linkage (the conceptual linkage hYPol.hesis). In the
conceptual linkage of "A> B > C > D" for example, a sense'meme (e.g. A) cannot. skip the
next one G.e. B) to get conceptually connected with the others G.e. C and 0). The
sense'meme I3 is a conceptual linker between the sense'memes A and C. B is a variant ofA.
not of C nor of D. C if; a variant of B. not of A nor of D. On the linkage. A is conceptually
closer to B t11an C and D.
The EC model seeks to reveal the mechanisms of how sense'memes form a Iinknge.
The conceptual linkage retlects how human beings conceptualize things in the world. and
it" explication is the main concern of this model. In the I<;C model. a generalization is made
based on an obR(~rvation of the conceptual distribution" across lanb'llages. Semantic chang-e
is one of rhe mm;t fundamental aspects of language. The EC model pn~~>nts a
cognitive-typological appronch to the issues on semantic changp from an evolutionary
pprspect ive.
In the I'~C Illodel. a concept written in capitals denotes a universal concept found
I The \·:C l1l()(!") is II form "flh" semantic map model. FOl" the semantic map model. soo Croft (20011.
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across languages. For example, HEALTHY is a universal concept. Possession of good
health is a universal phenomenon for human beings with similar physiological structures.
HEALTHY denotes such a physiological state. Each language elaborates a universal
concept in a different fashion. I will label a concept elaborated in a particular language in
italics with the name of the language betore it (e.g. the English health;1. By differentiating
universal concepts from those elaborated in a particular languabre, the EC model attempts
to capture universals and language particular facts on conceptual distributions.
Although there is more to say about the theoretical components of the EC model,
this paper will not go into it any further. The theoretical concepts relevant to the
arguments of this paper will be introduced at an appropriate place in the following sections.
A more detailed account of the theoretical components of the EC model will be provided
elsewhere in my future work.

3 Conceptual evolution of HEALTHY
Let us now turn to the discussion of the conceptual evolution from quality to quantity.
There are numerous concepts that denote a quality in language. It is beyond the scope of
the present paper to study all concepts that denote a quality. In this paper, we will focus on
the concepts Hl<:ALTHY and GOOD.
3.1 QUAlITATIVE use of HEALTHY

The argument of this paper is based on the cross-linguistic survey I conducted in Dutch,
English, German, Japanese, (Venezuelan) Spanish, and Swedish. I asked a native
informant of each language to translate English examples (e.g. la below) into their native
language, and then examined the acceptability of the translated expressions.
First, consider the qualitative use of HEALTHY. In (1), the referent (person) is a
living organism and HEALTHY denotes that the referent has a good physiological quality.
The example illustrates the most central sense-meme of HEALTHY. I will call such a
sense-meme <HEALTH·POSSESSING> G.e. "fit"),
(l)

<HEALTH·POSSESSING>
a. If you can't exercise then you will lose all your ability to be a healthy person,
[BNG:AOV 605J (English)2
b. een gezond persoon (Dutch)
c. ein gesunder Mensch (German)
d, kenkoona hito (Japanese)
e. persona saludable (Venezuelan Spanish)
f. haIsosam person (Swedish)

In the Ee model, it is argued that (1) illustrates "normal elaboration" of
HEALTHY. Normal elaboration is the case when a universal concept is elaborated in the
prototypical way. For a type of elaboration to be called normal, a similar sense must. be
found cross-linguistically and is recognizerl as central. As illustrated in (1), the paradigm
2

BNe = the British National Corpus
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sensc'meme is elaborated in all the examined languages.
HEALTHY elm also be elaborated in an altered way. In (1). the head noun referent
is a health·posscssor. Notice that in (2) given below the referent is a health·indicator.
Unlike (1). the referent. in (2) is not a person, but somet.hjllg displaying a symptom or the
person's health. I will call the sense'meme 0[(2) <HEALTHY·LOOKING>. Such an altered
elaboration appears not possible in some languages. A", illustrated in (:oW. Swedish does not
allow such an evidential sense of HEALTHY. which suggests that the Swedish hiil..;;o.";:Jll1
has not established the sensc'meme <HEALTHY·WOKING>.
(2)

<HEALTHY'WOKING>
a. It helps to start with a glowing, healt1ly complexion before layering on your matte
products. [Sunday Times <LJndon. England). Oct 29, 2000 p57) (English)
b. een gewnde teint (Dutch)
c. eine gesunde Gesichtsfarbe (German)
d. kenkoona kaoiro (Japanese)
e. apariencia saludable (Venezuelan Spanish)
f. * hiUsosam by lfrii~h by (friisch =clean. freshl]a (Swedish)

The qualitative use of HEALTHY also involves a causal type as given in (;3). In (:~),
the referent is not a health·possessor. but it is what makes a person health·posscssing. This
altered elaboration is causally motivated. In this type. the head noun refEJr('nt is a
health·giver. Unlike the senRe'meme of (2), the sense'meme <HEALTH ·GIVING> of (:3)
seems equally established in all the examined languages.
(:3)

<HEALTH·GIVING>
a. Walking, cycling and swimming are healthy exercise which can help keep the
patient's blood pressure down, if he does them sensibly. without putting him;;elf
under undue pressure. [BNC:ASO 479] (English)
b. gezonde oefening (Dutch)
c. gesunde Obungen (German)
d. kenkoona tmdoo (Japanese)
e. ejercicios saludables <Venezuelan Spanish)
f. hiilRlsam motion <Sweilish)

This section introduced three types of sense-memes that refer to a quality. Figure
1 depicts the conceptual linkage of the sense'memes in the qualitative usc.
<HEALTH'POSSF,SSING> is the most central sense-meme, from which the variant
sense-memes <HEALTHY·LOOKING> and <HEALTH-GIVING> derive. The altered
elaborations are mOlivated by our co!{llitive processes. <HEALTHY-WOKlNG> becomes
available by evidential associat.ion, and <HEALTH·GI\,lNG> by causal association. These
associations arc metonymic, which is motivated by our Crame-semantic knowledge on
health.

3

An Hl,c"pIHbl" pxpression is given in the square brackets.
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Figure 1. Network of sense-memes (qualitative use of HEALTHY)

/
I

HEALTH'POSSESSING

I

I

I1EALTllY-WOKING

~I

HE,.LTH-GIVING

I

I

3.2 QUANmATIVE use of HEALTHY
3.2.1 Hybrid sense-meme

In some languages. HEALTHY is elaborated in such a way that it refers to a quantity. For
example. (4) illustrat.es the case when HEALTHY means "considerable" or "large". In this
type of elaboration. HEALTHY does not denote a physiological quality. but a quantity of the
referent. I will call this a quantitative use of HEALTHY.
(4)

<LARGE>
a. Meanwhile, Hogarth was making a name and healthy income as an engraver.
[BLC:TimesFeb95] (English)4
b. een gezond inkomen (Dutch)
c. ein geslmdes Einkommen (German)
d. * kenkoona shuunyuu [sootoona shuunyuu (8OOtoona = considerable)] (Japanese)
e. * entrada saludable [buena entrada (buena = good)] (Venezuelan Spanish)
f. * halBosam inkomst lcn ansenlig inkomst (ansenlig =considerable)] (Swedish)

How does the quantitative use become available'? Which sense-meme as given in
Figure 1 links with the sense-meme <L<\RGE> of (4)? I argue that the sense-meme
<HEALTH·GIVING> brings about. the emergence of the sense-meme <LARGE> of (4). A
health-giving thing is a benefit:giving thing at the phYl:;iological level. Based on such a
conceptual similarity between a health-giving thing and a benefit-giving thing. the
sense-meme <BENEFIT-GIVINC> emerges as a variant sense'meme of
<HEALTH-GIVING> (j.e. metaphorical extension). The sense-meme <LARGE> of (4) is a
variant of <BENEFIT-GIVING>. The sense of "large Gn quantity)" emerges by the
understanding of a noun referent. as a benefi t-giving thing. Benefit-giving income is a large
income. Small income is (normally) not beneficial for the recipient. By such social
knowledge, we undersland that the quantity of income denoted by expressions such as a
healthy income is large. The sense-meme <LARGE> in (4) can thus be also called
<BENEFIT-GIVING (LARGE».
In §3.1. we observed that F1part from the Swedish hal8osam. all t.he qualitative
uses are available in the examined languages. In contrast the availability of the
sense-meme <BENEFIT-GIVING <LARGE» is much lower than that of the qualitative use.
As illustrated in (4), <BENEFIT-GIVING (LARGE» is only available in English. Dutch.
·1

BLC

=lhe Online Business Letter Corpus Chtt.p:!lisweb9.infoseek.co.jp/schooVysomeya/,l
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and German. What does the low availability of this sense-meme imply? In the ~;C model.
the distributions of available sense-memes are explained in terms of the selection of
sense-memes in a language. In terms of that of (4), I argue that in a language like English
(also Dutch and German), innovation to use the concept healthy in such a quantitative
sense took place sometime in the past, and now the sense-meme has been selected by
speakers of the language. In the lang-uag-es (Japanese, Venezuelan Spanish, and Swedish).
where <BENEFIT-GIVING (LARGE» if; not found. the selection process to use HEALTHY
in such a quantitative sense has not yet occurred.
Figure 2. Conceptual shift from QUALITY to QUANTITY
9l't\LID-

/
I HEALTH·POSSESSING

I

I~

HEALTIiY-WOKING

I

HEALTH·GIVDlG

I
I

I BENEFIT'GlVING (LARGE> I
OU·\.'!TITY

I

?

I

The conceptual linkage given in Figure 2 shows that the sense-meme
<BENEFIT·GIVING (LARGE» is a hybrid of the qualitnlive use and the quantitative use
of HEALTHY. <BENEFIT-GIVING> as a conceptual linker connects the catebrories of
quality and quantity together. The figure shows that the boundary between quality and
quantity is not sharp. What type of sense"meme develops from <BENEFIT·GIVING
<LARGE»'! The next section di;;cus!"€s the sense"memes that are purely quantitative.
3.2.2 Purely quantitative sense-memes

In (5), the sense of HEALTHY is close to "at least. I will call such a sense <AT LEAST>.
The sense of (6) is close to "full". and I will call such a sense <FULL>. These two senses
illustrate the sense-memes that are purely quantitative. An important syntactic
characteristic of the purely quantitative type of HEALTHY is that in tms type the head
nouns are numerals (or measurement terms).ln this paper, <AT LEAST> and <FULL> are
called the fulfillment type of the quantitative use. since, although "at least" and "full"
denote a diflerl'nt type of quantity, tlley bOrll denote fuLfillment of some quantity.
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(5) <AT LEAST>
a. Even with a weak June, second'quarter indu,:;trial production still grew at a
he;Jithy 2.5 percent annual rate, double the first quarter's 1.2 percent rate.
[BLC:Busine,:;s.txt] (English)
b. # een gezonde 2,5 procent op jaarbasis (Dutch)
c. * gesunde 2.5 Prozent j~ihrliche Zuwachsrate [gute 2,5 Prozent jahrliche
Zuwachsrate (gut =good)] (German)
d. * keukoona 2.5 paasentono nenritu [sukunakutomo 2.5 paasentono neuritu
(sukunakutomo =at leasd] (Japanese)
e. * saluclable 2.5 tasa anual [por 10 menos 2.5 ta"a anual (par 10 menos = at least)]
(Venezuelan Spanish)
f. * hiilsosamma 2.5 procent arligen [sunda 2.5 procent lirligen (sunda = sound.
healthy)] (Swedish)
(6)

<FULL>
a. And McDonald's is entering a team' just to prove that you can walk a healthy 100
kiloIlletre8after eating a hamburger and French fries. [BLC:scmpl.txtl (English)
b. * een gezonde 100 kilometer [de volle 100 kilometer (vol =full)] (Dutch)
c. * gesunde 100 Kilometer [volle 100 Kilometer (voll =whole, (ful!))] (German)
d. * keukoona 100 kilomeetaa [t.appuri 100 kilomeetaa (tappuri = full. enough)]
(Japanese)
e. * saludable 100 kilometros [seguras 100 kilometros (seguros =sure)] (Venezuelan
Spanish)
f. * hiilsosamma 100 kilometer Ihela 100 kilometer <bela = all, whole)] <Swedish)

We have discussed that. the sense'meme <BENEFIT·GIVING (LARGE» is only
available in English. Dutch, and German (see example 4). The availability ofthe fulfillment
type is lower than that of the sense'meme <BENEFIT-GIVING (LARGE». As illustrated
in (I) and (6), it is only English that. has the fulfillment type. I argue that the fulfillment
twe emerges as a variant of <BENEFIT-GIVING (LARGE». rn my accounts, a language
that has developed the sense-meme <BENEFIT-GIVING (LARGE» as a conceptual linker
between the qualitative use and the quantitative use has a chance of developing the
fulfillment sense-meme next (sometime in the future), and what is suggested in (5) and (6)
is that of the languages G.e. English, Dutch. and German) that have selected the
sense'meme <BENEFIT·GIVING (LARGE», it is only English that has selected the
sense-memes of the fulfillment type today.
The argument that the fulfillment type emerges as a variant of
<BENEFIT-GIVING (LARGE» is also supported by the Dutch data. In Dutch. the
expression of (5b) itself is acC'.eptable. but the phrase gezond means "benefit'giving", not "at
least". This implies that the Du tch gezond has developed the sen::;e-meme
<I3ENEFIT·GIVING>. but has not yet established <AT LEAST>. The conceptual proximity
of <BENEFIT-GIVING> and <AT LEAST> is suggested by such a fact.
I argue that the conceptual linkage of the fulfillment type is "AT LEAST> FUlL'.
Thjs is also supported by the Dutch data. As shown in (6b), the sense-meme <FULL> is not
available in Dutch. In the EC model. it is explained that the Dutch gezond has not
developed the sense'meme <AT LEAST> yet. and hence <FULL> has not yet been
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established either. As noted in §2, Ihl! EC model has a hypothesis that a sense-meITH'
cannot skip the next sense-meme on the conceptual linkage (the conceptual linkage
hypothesis). Under this hypothe:.is. the Dutch data can be interpreted as giving support for
the proposed conceptual linkage.
3.3 Conceptual linkage of HEALTHY

Figure :1 gives the conceptual linkage of HEALTHY and describes how the sense-memes
are distributed across the languages.
Figure 3. Conceptual linkage of HEALTHY and the cross-linguistic distnbutions of
sense-memes
Qll:\I.IIT

.

;

I BENEFIT-GIVING I
AT LEAST

1
:

··ql1;.y'{TOT·······..•·•·····

:

Duwh:---, English:
German:
..
Japanese: - - -, Venezuelan Spanish: - . - '. Swedish:
In the figure. arrows indicate the conceptual linkage patterns <i.e. the directionality of the
conceptual evolution of HEALTHY), The sense-memps <HEALTHY-LOOKING> and
<HEALTH·GIVING> arc variants of I.lw ='Cnsc'meme <llEALTH·POSS/O;SSING>. The
quantitative use develops from <BEl\TEFIT·GIVINC>, which iH a variant of
<HEALTH·GIVING>. <AT LEAST> and <FULL> are purely quant.italive. The latter
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derive.. from the former.
As shown in the figure, each language elaborates HEALTHY in a particular way.
The results show that the English healthyelaborate.. HEALTHY in the most extensive way
among the examined languages. Dutch ami German encompass the sense-memes
<HEALTH'POSSESSING>,
<IIEAJ..JTHY·LOOKING>,
<HEALTH-GIVING>.
and
<BENEFIT·GIVING (LARGE», but they have not yet established the fulfillment type.
Japanese and Venezuelan Spanish have the sense'memes <HEALTH-POSSESSING>,
<HEALTHY·LOOKING>, and <HEALTH·GIVING>, but not any quantitative uses.
Swedish only has est;lbLished <HEAJ..JTH·POSSESSING> and <HEALTH·GIVING>.
In §3.2.1, I argued that <HEALTH·GIVING> motivates the emergence of the
quantit;ltive use. Such an argument is also supported by the fact that Swedish does not
have <HEALTHY-LOOKING>. The sense'meme <HEALTHY-LOOKING> is irrelevant to
the emergence of the quantitative use. It is because the innovation to use
<HEALTH-GIVING> as <BENEFIT-GIVING (LARGE» and the selection of such a use
have not yet taken place in Swedish that the Swedish hii]ifKJsaID does not have the
sense-meme with a Quantitative value.
It is only English that, has both <BENEFIT·GIVING (LARGE» and the
fulfillment type. A language without: the sense'meme of the fulfillment type (e.g. Japanese,
Swedish) does not have the senseme <BENEFIT-GIVING (LARGE» either. The
unavailability of the fulfillment type in these languages follows from the fact that these
languages have not selected <BENEFIT·GIVING (LARGE» yet. The fulfillment type is an
altered replication of <BENEFIT·GIVING (LARGE». The EC model has a hypothesis thM
a sense-meme cannot skip the next sense-meme on the linkage. What the proposed
conceptual linkage implies is that in order for a language to have the fulfillment type. it
must have already established the sense'meme <BENEFIT-GIVING (LARGE» as a
conceptual linker between the qualitative use and the quantitative use.
The proposed eoneeptual linkage reflects our cognitive patterns in terms of the
coneeptualization of HEALTHY. As mentioned in §3.1, the motivation of the derivation of
<HEALTHY·LOOKING> and <HEALTH-GIVING> from <HEALTH-POSSESSING> is
metonymic. The former becomes available by evidential association and the latter by causal
association. The emergence of <BENEFIT-GIVING> is metaphorically motivated.
<HEALTH-GIVING> refers to till' physiological domain, while <BENEFIT-GIVING>
refers to the social domain. As discussed, it is our social knowledge that evokes the sense of
'large (in quantity)" in an expression such as a healthy income.
It appears that semantic bleaching takes place in the conceptual evolution from
<BENEFIT·GIVING (LARGE» to the fulfillment type. In English. for example, lJealdlyin
a healthy ,1mount of chocolate cuke means "large". Our social knowledge tells us that the
referent (chocolate cake) is not a health·giver. hut such an expression is aC'ceptable. This
example illustrates dlat the English healthy has n sense-meme that purely denotes "large
(in quantity)". Such a sense is the result. of bleaching out the sense <BENEFIT-GIVING>
and est'lblishing the sense <LARGE> as the inherent conceptual information.
Semantic bleaching brings about the fulfillment type which is purely quantitative.
The linkage from <LARGE> to the fulfillment type seems motivated by the pragmatic
inferencl' that a large thing fulfilh.; a eertain quantity (or "melanalysis" in Croft's model; see
Croft :2000: §5.4). Figure 3 depicts the eoncept.ual evolution which reflecls the cognitive
motivations as explained.
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4 Conceptual evolution of GOOD

How high is the generality of the proposed conceptual linkage of Figure :3'! Is it only
applicable to HEALTHY? Or, does it capture a general pattern of conceptual evolution from
quality to quantity? I suggest that the conceptual linkage can also apply to the conceptual
evolution of other concepts Omt see ~5). This section discusses another universal concept
GOOD which denotes a positive value and shows similar sense'meme distributions as
HEALTHY.
4.1 QUAUTATIVE use of GOOD

As well as HEALTHY, the central usc of' GOOD is qualitative. For example. (7) illustrates a
case when GOOD denotes that the head noun referent (person) possesses a moral quality
(j.e. "morally nice").
(7)

<QUALITY'POSSESSING>: "morally nice'
a. "1 don't respect him as a man who claims to he a good per80n, a fair person,"
Johnson said of the Olympic 100 metTe champion," because he's done some thin~s
I think are contrary to that," [Tile Independent (London, Eng/ami). May 26, 19B7
pS211 (English)
b. een goed persoon (Dutch)
c. ein guter Mensch (German)
d. yoi hito (Japanese)
e. buena persona (Venezuelan Spanish)
f. en bra person (Swedish)

GOOD is very general in meaning. It refers to various types of goodness. The
English good, for example, can be found in examples such as <'1 good J)(.mcil, good coffee. <'1
good mother, and a good pilot, and the sense of gooddifTers in each example (Fillmore 1982:
129). Likewise, the word bueno that denotes GOOD in Spanish can be used as in bueJ1lJ
memoria (good memory), un buen tJ"ub<,Jjo (a good job), and buenas notiCJ:1S (good news).
Similarly, in Japanese. yoi(or iJ) denotes GOOD, and it is used in various ways: yoi kUl'lJl1w
(good car), yoi laido (good attitude), yoi hon (good book). All of these uses of GOOD are
subtypes of <QUALI TY,POSSESSI NG>. since they all refer to a quality of the referent in
quest.ion.
A subtype of <QUALITY'POSSESSING> involves the ;;ense'llleme
<HEALTH·POSSESSING>. (8) illustrates that GOOD and HEALTHY are conceptually
close to each other. 5
(8) <HEALTH·POSSESSING>
a. He has a good heart. L=He has a healthy heart.'! (English>
b. een go(~d hart (Dutch)
c. ein gutes Herz (ein ~esundes Ilerz) (German)
d. yoi sinzoo (Japanese)
c. huen coraz6n (Venezuelan Spanish)
f. ett bra hjiirta (ell. friskt hjiirta (friskt=healthy» (Swedish)

5 Tho ";l!llSe of GOOD in (8) is not. tho sam" liS <HEALTH'POSSESSING> with HEALTHY as illustratml
in
sinee in (8) the rf'f",~mt is a body pm1. not a porson. Although they both denot(' n health state of:l

(n.

biological kind. the sense'memes are differont. One has t~ descrihn such a subtle dill'"rpnce. but in Ihi,
paper WI' will ignore such a fact and treat tho two sense types similnrly.
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In GOOD, elaboration of <QUALITY'POSSESSING> is normal elaboration. As
well as HEALTHY, GOOD involves altered elaboration. (9) shows that GOOD can be
elaborated in an evidential way in some languages. In HEALTHY, we discussed that the
Swedish htilso8f1m does not have the sense-meme <HEALTHY-WaKING> (see example 2).
In GOOD, as illustrated in (9), Swedish as well as Dutch and German do not have the
sense-meme <GOOD (HEALTHY)·WOKlNG>.
(9) <GOOD·WOKING>
a. She has a good wmplexion. (Engl ish)
b. * een goede teint [een gezonde teint (gezond = healthy)] (Dutch)
c. * eine gute Gesichtsfarbe [eine gesunde Gesichtsfarbe (gesund
(German)
d. yoi kaoiro (Japanese)
e. buena aparicencia (Venezuelan Spanish)
f. * en bra hy [en fin hy (fin =nice looking)] (Swedish)

= healthy)]

In HEALTHY. we discussed that the sense-meme <HEALTH-GIVING> can be
found across the examined languages (see example 3). (10) shows that such a causal
elaboration is also found cross'linguistically with GOOD. The unacceptability of gute
ObIWg (example lOc) does not imply that the German gut does not have the sense-meme
<HEALTH-GIVING>. In fact, the German gut has such a sense-meme. as gute Erniihl'Ung
(good nutrition/nourishment) is acceptable in this language. The unacceptability of gute
Oblwgseems to have to do with the collocational restriction,6
(10) <HEALTH·GIVING>
a. Taking a walk at lunchtime is not only good exercise. it is an excellent way ro
explore an area and discover its hidden corners and architectural gems. [The
Times (London.. England), Oct 11, 2000 p11] (English)
b. goede oefeningen (Dutch)
c. * gute Dbung [gesunde Dbung (gesund = healthy)] (German)
d. yoi undoo (Japanese)
e. buen ejercicio (Venezuelan Spanish)
f. bra motion (Swedish)
4.2 QUANmATIVE use of GOOD

The quantitative use is also found in GOOD. In §:3.2.1. we obRerved that the sense-meme
<BENEFIT-GIVING (LARGE» of HEALTHY is only available in English, Dutch. and
German (see example 4). In the caRe of GOOD, as shown in (11), the establishment of the
sense'meme <BENEFIT-GIVING (LARGE» can be confirmed in all the examined
languages.
(11)

<BENEFIT-GIVING (LARGE»
a. The grapes and other fruit he harvested provided <'1 good income, but for the past
seven years his family haR heen unable to work the land. [The Financial Times.
May 28, 2001 psl (English)

6 However, 1'i"lJTRITION and EXERCISE are vel'}' different things. Thus. thl' accept."lbility pattern may be

S)·stomatic. More work has to be done in terms oftrns mat.ter.
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b. good inkomen <Dutch)
c. ein gutes Einkommen (German)
d. yoi shuunyuu (Japanese)
e. buen income <Venezuelan Spanish)
f. bra inkomst <Swedish)
GOOD also has the fulfillment type. In §:3.2.2, I noted that only the English
healthy has the senHe-meme <AT LEAST> (example 5). As well as the establishment of the
sense'meme <BENEFIT,GIVING <LARGE» (example 11). a broader propagation of the
sense'meme <AT LEAST> can be observed in GOOD. As illustrated in (12). such a
sense-meme has been established not only in English, but also in Dutch, German, and
Venezuelan Spanish.
(12)

<AT LEAST>
a. Even with a weak ,June, second-quarter inclu»tril'll procluction still grew at ,I good
2.5 peJ"C('Ilt annual rate, double the first quarter's 1.2 percent rate. (English)
b. een goode 2,5 procent op jaarbasis (Dutch)
c. gute 2.5 Prozentjahrliche Zuwuchsrate (German)
d. * yoi 2.5 paasentono ncnritu lsukunakutomo 2.5 paasentono nenritu
(sukunakutomo =at leasV] (Japanese)
e. buena 2.5 tusa porcentage <Venezuelan Spanish}
f. * bra 2.5 procent llrligen [sunda 2.5 procent arligen (sunda = sound, healthy»)
c..Swedish)

I n terms of <FULL> (of HEALTHY), we observed that only English has selected
such a sense-meme (example m. In the case of GOOD, such a sense-menlO can be found
both in English and German.
(18) <FULL>
a. You can walk a good 100 kilometres after eating a hamburger and French fries.
(English)
b. * een goode 100 kilometer lde volle 100 kilometer (vol full) (Dutch)
c. gute 100 Kilometer (German)
d. * yoi 100 kilomeetau Itappuri 100 kilomeet'1a (tappuri full)) (Japanese)
e. * buenos 100 kiIometros [100 kilometros completos (completo fulO) (Venezuelan
Spanish)
f. * bra 100 kilometer Ihela 100 kilometer (bl'la = all, whole)] (Swedish)

=

=

=

4.3 Conceptual linkage of GOOD

We have observed the sense-mome dish'ihulions of GOOD. The observation suggests that
GOOD undergoes a similar conceptual linkage proce;:;s as HEALTHY does. Figure 4 gives
the conceptual linkage of GOOD with the distributional facts in each examined language.
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Figure 4. Conceptual linkage of GOOD and the cross-linguistic distributions of sense-memes
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Figure 1 depicts a similar conceptual linkage as proposed for HEALTHY (Figure :3). As well
as HEALTHY, GOOD goes via the sense-meme <BENEFIT-GMNG (LARGE» from
quality to quantity (fulfillment). <However, see the next section for a more detailed
discussion on the path which GOOD seems to take to establish the quantitative use)
The figure shows a gradual establishment of the sense-memes of GOOD across
the languages. As the figure shows. GOOD is elaborated across the languages more
exwnsively than HF.ALTIIY (recall Figure :3). GOOD is very general in meaning. In fact.
virtually anything that is evaluated as positive by the conceptualizer is "good". It is
probably because of its semantic generality that ('.DOD has experienced a wider
elaboration than HEALTHY.
The figure shows that the sense-meme <GOOD-LOOKING> is irrelevant 10 the
emergenee of I,he quantitative use (see also §3.3). Sweelish. Dutch. and German do not have
the sense-menw <GOOD'LOOKING>, but they have <BENEFIT-GIVING (J..ARGE».
Why do we find a similar conceptual linkage pattern between HEALTHY and
GOOD? I suggest that it is motivated hy the conc-eptual proximity of the two concepts.
When 11 similar sense-mome distribution can be found in the u&' of different concepts. the
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EC modnl argum; that the concepts are conceptually correlated. In t11e case of 1I8ALTHY
and GOOD, thn sense'meme distributions show a high def:,'l'ee of conceptual correlation. In
the EC model, the motivation tor a conceptual correlation is called a "conceptual correlator".
The conceptual correlator of HEALTHY and GOOD is a biological value. For a living
organism, possession of good health is biologically significant and this is how the two
concept.s are conceptually correlated.'
4,4 Semantic change of the English good

I have so far presented some of the synchronic selL,,€'meme distributions of HEALTHY ami
GOOD and proposed a particular conceptual linkage pattern. In this section. I will present
some historical data from the Oxford English Dictionary (OED second edition. I!J89). The
OED does not. list any quantit.ative senses for the adject.ive healthy, and hence I cannot
provide any historical data of healthy here. The OED, however, gives some data for good
which is summarized in Figure 5.
Figure 5. Semantic change of the English good
cW:\Lm'

GOOD-LOOKING
QUALITY'POSSESSIXG
(of food or drink: "untainted", "fit
to eat") [805':31)

~

~

{of appearance, shape, eomplexion. .,1.,.:
Satisfactory with regard to oonuty.)

(1608)

HEALTH 'GlVING (Conduelvo tv well-Ix·ing.

health. or advuntnge: b..nefielal. profitable.
salutary. wholesome) [971)

(2)
~

BE1'.'EFIT·GIV1NG (Lo\RGE) (SatL"factol")' or
adequate in quantity or degree: suffiCIent Iy
ample or abundnnt: considerable.

rather

great.> [1000]

FULFILLMEi\'T

(Qualifying

a

definit"

statement of quantity, to mdieut" nn amount
QUANTITY

not less. and usually great.,r, than ",hut is
Slated.) [10001

7 Conceptual corr"lator;; Illso include emotional values, social/cultural values. con h,:-"1.u II I ,,"lul's, and so on.
See Shibuyu Gn pmpllrarion) lor detailed accounts of these values.
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Notice that <GOOD-WOKING> emerged fairly late in the history of English (in
1608), whereas <HEALTH-GMNG> appeared much earlier <recorded in !)71). This fact
suggests that <GOOD-LOOKING> is irrelevant to the emergence of the sense'memes of
the quantitative use, since the quantitative scnsc-meme <BENEFIT-GIVING <LARGE»
appeared in 1000.
Did the English good go via <HEALTI-I-GMNG> through <BENEFIT·GIVING>
(see arrow 1 in the figure) or go directly via <BENEFIT·GMNG> (arrow 2) to finally get to
the fulfillment type? Due to the fact that there is no historical evidence that can be trusted
100%, one cannot be totally sure which path the English goodtnok. However, the data from
the OED suggests that the dire.ction of semantic change which the English good underwent
was from quality (<QUALITY'POSSESSING> [805-:31]) to quantity (<BENEFIT-GIVING
<LARGE» [10001 and <FULFILLMENT> [1000]). The conceptual linkage pattern
proposed in this paper captures this.
It is true that the data from the OED does not make clear if <BENEFIT·GIVING
(LARGE» took place after or before <FULFILLMENT>, sim:e the occurrenl'e of both is
recorded in 1000. I, however, argue that the sense-meme <I3ENEFIT·GIVlNG <LARGE»
had appeared before <FULFILLMENT>. since the example the OED gives as a fulfillment
sense is different from our type of example. What the OED gives as an example of the
fulfillment type involves the sense of fulfillment in the head noun {clOOO 8;Jx. Leechd 11.
~92 Genim gi:'cornes leafa gode hand fulle'>, but in our example of the fulfillment type, the
head noun referent is a measurement term (e.g. a good 1{)() kilometres of 13a). In fact,
according to the OED, it was not lilltil the 17th century that the type as we have been
discussing appeared {1662 J. DAVIES tr. Olean'us' r0y Amhass. 17 A good qUlJrtel'of ,ill ell
high.; 1842 MRS. CARLYLE Lett. 1. 166 The Post-office, which is a good two llJJJesotL 1876
GEO. ELIOT LJUll. 1Jer. r. xii. 231 Heooplayed a good hour on the violoncello'>'

5 Conclusion
This paper discu;;t'(.>d the conceptual evolution of HEALTHY and GOOD from an
evolutionary perf;pective. In the positive-valued concepts such as HEALTHY and GOOD.
the r-;ense'meme <BENEFIT·GIVING (LARGE» is the conceptual linker between quality
and quantity. Conceptual linkage of relevant sense-memes leads to the emergence of purely
quantit<ltive u~s such as <AT LEAST> and <FULL>.
Each language elaborates HEALTHY and GOOD in a particular fashion. In the
EC model, such a language particular fact is explained in terms of sele<:tion processes.
Languages (lilIer from one another in terms of the establishment of sensc·memes. Some
languages have selected sense-memes that others do not have.
There are a variety of concepts that denote a quality in lanbruage. A sophisticated
account of the conceptual evolution from quality to quantity thus need;; a comprehensive
st.udy on various types of concepts. HEALTHY and GOOD establish the fulfillment type
(purely quantltntive) via the sense-meme <BENEFIT-GIVING <LARGE». hut it is
conceivable thnt some concepts do not have such a sense'meme as a conceptual linker to
establish a quantitative scnse. The clarification of what kind of (and how many of) such
conceptual linkers are involved can only be empirically made. Although I helieve that this
paper hm; Jll'Ovided an important first step. obviously more work has to be done to provide
the whole pictu ro of the conceptual evolution from quali ly to quantity. and vice verRa.
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